
Schild Estate 
Edgar Schild Reserve

Edgar Schild has always been the driving force behind Schild Estate. 

While he still steers the ship today, Ed is slowly handing some of the 

reigns over to his children and getting to enjoy life a bit more away 

from the vineyards and so, it seemed an appropriate moment to 

acknowledge his hard work and dedication by making a wine named 

in his honour - the only challenge was to find a vineyard that was up 

to the task.

Ed’s love of the old vines of the Barossa, coupled with an apprecia-

tion of the merits of Grenache steered us towards two patches of 

old bush vines located high on the eastern hills overlooking Rowland 

Flat. Here the 88-98 year-old dry grown, low yielding vines are 

exposed to the elements and are particularly hardy and consistent 

in delivering the goods. A bit like Ed himself. An exciting new project 

for the family, viticulture and winemaking teams. Enjoy Edgar Schild 

Reserve today, or within the next 8 years, at 17C.



Schild Estate 
Edgar Schild Reserve

GRENACHE

BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

14.9% ALCOHOL

$52

HOW IT LOOKS
Deep dark cherry.

HOW IT SMELLS
Layered and structured with dark perfumed 
fresh berry fruit supported by secondary notes 
of ground pepper and subtle more earthy traces 
of fresh Kalamata olives, exotic cardamom and 
turmeric spice and preserved lemons. Gravitas 
and depth without losing freshness.

FOOD PAIRING
The high alcohol means you should avoid 
delicate dishes and instead, opt for some heft 
in your meal. Try a rabbit stew with paprika, 
eggplant and a tomato base.

HOW IT TASTES
Soft vibrant berry fruit fills out front and mid-
palate with texture, refreshing aromatics and 
pepper spice supported all the time by a fine 
subtle tannin frame constantly lifting and fram-
ing the wine. The result is some lovely movement 
through the mouth before finishing structured, 
clean and without dryness.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Give your opinion and buy more online.


